Benefits obtained from sponsoring auspicious Navaratri ceremonies:
Infinite God’s grace will be bestowed on those who participate in these auspicious ceremonies.
There is no better fortune than the sankalpam in the presence of god for early morning abhishekam, which will be
performed in your name, birth star, and names of your family members in the heavenly Mahashakti peetham of Sri
Lalitambika Devi in India on a holy Navaratri day.
In the sanctum sanctorum, Kumkum archana with Sri Devi Khadgamala and Sri Lalita Sahasranamas. In addition,
special Sahasranama archana for Devi will be performed in the sanctum sanctorum.

Later, a variety of naivedhayams, tambulas, vastrams sevas will be offered to the Goddess in the temple. The same
ceremonies will be then be held in the Sridevi Mandir where the abhishekams will be performed to the goddess
idols of Sri Lakshmi, Sri Saraswati and Sri Lalitambika Devi by Amma.

Alankaram, Sri Rudrabhishekam, Sri Ganesha abhishekam, Maha Naivedya offerings, Tambula seva, all Maha
Rajopachara, Devopachara pujas and wonderful haarathis with sounds of Rudra instruments will be held for 30
minutes. This will be followed by Vedic scholars who will perform Veda recitation in a dignified and melodious
manner. Finally, the sacred Veda mantra blessings will be bestowed on all; especially mantra akshata prasadam will
be given to those who have taken the responsibility of this task for the next ten days.

This is a morning event that will last until 9am.

On the holy days of Navaratri in the morning - you will receive immense powerful blessings from Sri Lalita Devi for
the well-being, courage, grace of goddess Lakshmi for you, for your family members, for all the successes in life.

Morning seva prasadam
The morning seva offerings like Ven Pongal, Sweet Pongal, Panchamrutam, Kesaribath prasadams; along with
Kasturi turmeric paste, Kumkum, sandal, which will be offered during abhishekam and vibhuti offered during Sri
Rudrarchana will be made available at the temple. This will complete the morning seva.
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Indescribable and incredible Vedic homas will be performed in a vedic scientific manner from 9.30 am to 1.30 pm
Homas performed by highly learned Vedic scholars and immediate results to human beings. Such special homas
will be performed by Vedic scholars, meritorious scholars (Ghanaapaathi) under the guidance of Amma.
The special homas that will be performed are as follows:
Sri Ganesha 1000 moduka homa
Sri Lalitha Devi Sahasranama homa with 1001 lotus flowers Sri Navagraha Shanthi homa
Sri Aruna sukta homa for positive power of Sun god
Sri Chandi saptahshati homa by Sringeri Vedic scholars including the sounds of Sri Rudra instruments
Rudra Homa performed with these sacred items – Bilva leaves, bilva twigs, bilva fruit payasam, navadhanya,
sesame seeds, unhusked rice, pure organic cow ghee; will take you, your family, your beloved children to great
heights of accomplishment, development and family growth along with prosperity. Also relieves you from adverse
effects of Navagraha.

In all these homas special sankalpams for sponsors will be performed in their names, and birth-stars including
family members. The Vedic blessings received by the sponsors on the occasion of yagnam are supremely powerful
and will eliminate many difficulties, misfortunes, birth star and planetary defects.
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Sri Bala Tripura Sundari Maha Puja
Survarna Kamala Vahana Seva (Golden Lotus vehicle)
Every day at 5 pm at Sri Lalitambika Devi Shakti Peetham, a special Koti Kumkum archana will be performed
for Sri Devi, with scented mugali (screw pine) flowers kumkum, Kasturi turmeric. Sankalpam will be
performed in the names of sponsors, their stars and their family members. Sankalpam will be performed
multiple times in the name of sponsors throughout these auspicious ceremonies.
Sri Devi will be adorned with a beautiful silk saree, gold ornaments and will be seated in a golden lotus
vehicle to receive the great pujas. The beautiful Alankaram (decoration) seva, Rudra instrument seva,
incense lamp offering, offering of hundreds of lamp haarthis, and finally Meru haarathi will be offered with
resonant sounds of conch. All vedic recitations and rajopachara pujas will be performed during the
Ashtaavadhana seva.
The program will conclude with Maha Mangala Haarthi and blessings of the Vedic scholars.

Four hundred years ago, the planetary alignment and house association was as follows: the Sun was in Leo,
Mercury was in Virgo, Jupiter was in Sagittarius, Saturn was in Capricorn, Mars was in Aries, and the Moon
was in Cancer, sitting in their own homes i.e. a fusion of planets occurred four hundred years ago.

This alignment is going to repeat on September 13th at 10:27 am. The 6 planets are sitting in their own
houses so that e.g. Venus will be in it’s own house, Libra etc. It’s a lockdown of the six planets similar to
what we have faced during this pandemic. Due to this, Mars (Kuja/Mangal) and Rahu are coming face to
face. These results are going to influence human beings for up to a year, so it is necessary to perform special
homas during Navaratri. This eradicates all doshas immediately with these special yajnas being performed.
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Sacred and powerful Navaratri homas schedule:
DAY 1: Saturday, October 17 – Padyami
Chitra birth-star, until 2:21 am (IST), Swati birth-star, begins ar 2:22 am (IST)

If your birth star (nakshatra) is either Chitra or Swati, most of the doshas will be reduced by participating in
homa on this day. Since Venus star does not give them strength, Sri Rudra Homa and Chandi Homa will
bestow all good fortunes.
Sri Lakshmi Ganapathi homa

Sri Navagraha Shanthi special homa.
Navagraha twigs, Navadhanyas soaked in cow's milk, filtered and dried when offered in homa gives peace
from Navagraha doshas.

Sri Chandika Parameswari Sri Chandi Homa is very special. 700 lbs sweet pongal, 1001 lotus flowers, special
twigs, bilva leaves, milk offerings, mantra recitations. This homa will be performed in scientific manner –
“Na Bhuto Na Bhavishyati” (never in past nor in future). The Chandi homa gives amazing results with
countless good deeds, grace of Goddess Sri Lakshmi and removes all sufferings.
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DAY 2: Sunday, October 18 – Vidhiya
Swathi birth-star until 12:41 pm (IST), Vishaka birth-star begins at 12:42 pm (IST)

On this day those on behalf of birth stars Swati and Visakha, we will be performing Sri Chandi Homa which
will destroy all the doshas for them.
•
•
•
•

Sri Ganapathi homa with 1001 modukas
Sri Rudra homa
Sri Chandi homa
Sri Ayushya homa – performing homa to get rid of the guilt of immortality, to prevent premature
death and the spread of terrible chronic diseases, and to live a long and healthy life. Sri Ayusha
Homa is the most important homa to be performed for longevity. This is the special homa of this
second day.

On this day after homa, Sri Kanchikamakshi Devi will be seated in Sri Chandraprabha vahana and will receive
great puja. Sri Kamakshi Devi bestows immense powerful blessings and all accomplishment can be fulfilled.
Offering of dhoopam, deepam, naivedyam along with sounds of Sri Rudra instruments, glorious pooja will
be performed.
Blessed are those eyes who witnesses this divine form of Devi. All kinds of desires will be fulfilled. At 5 pm in
the sanctum sanctorum Kamalarchana (lotus flowers pooja) with Sri Lalita Sahasranamas will be performed.
Koti kumkumarchana with scented kumkum to the 3 Abhishekam Goddess idols. All thenpujas will be
performed with all shodashopachara and rajopachara in a vedic manner.
Thereafter, Ashtaavadhana seva with vedic mantras will follow.
7.30 pm. Several hundred lamps haarathis in the sanctum sanctorum. Nowhere in India do such beautiful
and glorious haarathis take place. Everyone praises these mangala haarathis. These haarathis are the
ancient orthodox haarathis that are in the vedic scientific way. By witnessing these haarathis, the darkness
of inner-self is removed and the heart is filled with light. Sri Lalitambika Shakti Peetam is illumuinated in the
lights of the lamps.
Vedic mantra recitation, mantra pushpa samarpana, and rajopacharalu sevas will follow. The evening ends
with “Laali Laali” seva – Ekantha seva at 9.00 pm.
Sri Utsavam with fireworks, mangalvadyalu (auspicious instruments) on one-side and on the other side
cultural events, dances, mangala sevas will take place.
On this day Sri Thula Sankramana Moonrise will happen at 6 pm. The beginning of the Sharada Navaratri
holy baths in river Tala- Kaveri. From now until January 13, 2021, the most holy baths will be held in the
morning all through the month.
During this time, the rivers are energized by the light of the stars and filled with that light. With river baths,
the new stellar energy enters the body through the water and the body becomes powerful.
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Day 3: Monday, October 19 - Tadiya
Vishakha birth-start until - 10:54 am (IST); Anuradha birth-star begins - begins at 10:55 am (IST)

•
•
•
•

Sri Mahaganapati, Sahasra Moduka Homa-1001
Sri Rudram Homa,
Sri Lalita Sahasranamas Homa with 1001 lotuses
Arunachala Sri Shiva Dakshinamoorthy Swami Moola Mantra Special ‘Gurubalam’ Monday Homa.

This provides immense Gurubalam (strength of Guru [Jupiter]). Of the seven planets, all planetary forces are
essential. If the reduced six planets are 100% good and Jupiter is not strong, then the grace of the fallen six
planets will flow like milk into a sieve. This Gurubalam special homa is held on special Monday morning. It is
extremely powerful and can change the course of life. All Guru related doshas will be removed and obtain
power, respect and courtesy. Money, wealth, position will come together. There will be development in all
tasks.

On this day, for those of Visakha and Anuradha birth-stars, this days’ homas will bring them a lot of
auspiciousness and development. Eliminate their sufferings and start a new life. Any homa performed
during Navaratri will give 1000 times the result. Decoration of Sri Rajarajeshwari Devi - seated on
Suryaprabha (vahanam) receives Maha Pooja. dhoopam, deepam, naivedyam along with sounds of Sri
Rudra instruments.

Sri Rajarajeshwari Devi Navaratri Puja. - In the evening Ashtavadhana seva, glorious Maha Mangala haarathi
sevas, Ekantha seva, followed by music and dance sevas to Jagadamba will be held at the temple.
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Day 4: Tuesday, October 20 - Chaviti
Anuradha birth-star until 9:36 am (IST); Jyeshta birth-star from 9:37am (IST)

Related to the planet Kuja (Mangal/Mars). Kuja is the ruler for Aries and Scorpio zodiac signs. This planet is a
blood-colored planet. This year, when Mars was in Pisces, there were floods, hurricanes, and many aquatic
deaths in many parts of the world. This year, there were 4 Kalasarpa doshas, there are 3 more Kalasarpa
doshas yet to come in the year 2021. For this Kuja planetary peace, the worship of Sri Subramanya is of
extreme importance.
On this day:
•
•
•
•

Sri Mahaganapati - 1001 Moduka Homa.; Garika, Bilva, wood apple fruit pulp, cow ghee homa.
Sri Rudra Homa
Sri Chandi Homa
Sri Subramanya special homa, for the prevention of Kuja dosha. Maha Poornahuti, Mangala
Harathi; the program will be completed with recitations of peace mantras and Vedic prayers for
universal peace.

Evening 4 pm "Sri Kashi Annapoorneshwari Devi” seated in the Pearl Canopy Vahanam for the Maha Puja.
Special naivedhyam offerings, Annabali samarpana. This puja is indescribable and sublime. This is puja
performed by all human beings seeking food and nourishment. When this puja is performed with Vedic
mantras, food and grains are available to the universe.
Food is considered sacred in Sanatan Dharma, and prayers are offered before consuming it. The person who
identifies the importance of Annam (food) within the five layers of the body helps carry life in the worldly
process and subsequently seeks to identify enlightenment. In the whole world, Mother Annapurna is the
mother who gives food to everyone. How big is the kitchen of Mother Sri Annapoorna who has been
feeding these millions of millions people for so many ages? Such mother’s mind is beyond imagination. This
is the day to worship the mother who feeds not only humans but all animals, cattle, birds, insects, aquatic
animals, plants, all living things. It is a puja that symbolizes profound gratitude for the mother who feeds
the billions of living beings. In the Vedic tradition, it is predominant in the tradition of worshiping everyone
who has done good to nature and the gods as gods. Blessed is the birth that witnessed this great puja
Special peace homas and special peace pujas to bring peace
to the hardships caused by the planet Kuja. And during the mantra pushpam, prayers only for peace in the
universe, for the reduction of illnesses for human beings, for longevity and health. Special peace mantras
for the abundance of money, for the betterment of the human being. Special universal peace prayers are
invaluable in the Vedic mantras. This will be done exclusively at this time. They must yield results.
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DAY 5: Wednesday, October 21 – Shuddha Panchami (Panchami starts early morning and ends at 2:48 pm
(IST). Shasti begins 2:49 pm (IST)
Jyestha birth-star until 8:19 am (IST); Moola birth-star begins at 8:20 am (IST)

This day is the special day of Upang Sri Lalitambika vratam. Since the Moola birth-star begins in the
morning, Sri Saraswati Homa will take place during the Moola birthstar. For all 27 birth-stars, another a
special Navagraha shanti homa will take place with the seed mantras that will release its positive energy.
For all the birth-stars, when nakshatra shanthi homa is performed during the moola birth-star time, any
future misfortunes, any future sufferings caused by doshas will disappear without any trace to bring relief
from misdeeds, good luck, peace and prosperity.
The special Navagraha shanti homa will be performed using special herbal twigs for Navagrahas combined
with 1008 types of medicines, twig powder, Sal tree (the resin of shorea robusta), Dasangam, many flowers,
leaf powders, special herbs, pure cow ghee. Amma’s ashram is fortunately located in a herbal forest area
where they collect all these special ingredients to prepare for these truly authentic and sacred homas. A lot
of effort and hard work is done by the volunteers at Amma’s ashram to prepare these ingredients.
The Purnahuti will be completed by 1:30 p.m. Followed by prayers to Goddess Sri Devi to remove all the
ailments, disturbances, accidents, misfortunes, floods and fire disasters in the world, sufferings of poverty
and pray for all the good fortunes to be bestowed to mankind. Many Vedic peace prayers are performed in
wonderful and melodious sweet manner for the peace and well-being of all mankind, for the removal of
diseases, sufferings and to bring prosperity to humanity.
The Panchami events will start early in the morning and will end at 2:48 pm. Then Sashti begins. This is a
suitable date for the decoration of goddess Shakambari Devi. On this day, at 4 pm, Goddess Sri Shakamabari
Devi will be seated on “Pedda Shesha Vahanam” with beautiful decoration. Decorated with various types of
vegetables and special maha pooja will be performed to Sri Jagadamba. Dhoopam, deepam, many Jambhira
fruits (lemons), Kushmanda (ash guard) will be offered. The goddess is showered with flowers, thousands of
different types of lamp haarathis will also be offered. Bhagwati, who is happy to receive meru haarathi,
provides everything in-time to the world. The Garudachala mountains resonate the sounds of Veda
Mantras.
The Kanva forests are thrilled with the sounds of Mangala and Rudra instruments. Mother Earth is thrilled
for the veda mantras and the Yajnas that are taking place in her lap. Many vedic prayers to Jagadamba for
the removal of our tears. In the Vedas, there are infinite number of mantras asking for peace for the
universe, cattle, birds, animals, rivers, land, human beings. The Ghanapathis, who came specially for this
program, asking the goddess Vishwaraajgni for to bring peace to the world with these vedic mantra tunes.

DAY 6: Thursday, October 22 – Shasti until 1:13 pm (IST). Saptami begins at 1:14 pm (IST)
Moola birth-star until 7:21 am (IST); Purva Ashada birth-star begins at 7:22 am (IST)
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Morning- 'Maha Puja' will be performed for Sri Maha Saraswati Devi followed by Sri Maha Saraswati Devi
Homa with white lotuses. Many homas will be performed to the Goddess of the Vedas, Sri Saraswati Devi.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sri Saraswati Sukta Homa
Sri Saraswati Moola Mantra Homa
Sri Rama Taraka Homa
Sri Anjaneya Moola Mantra Homa will take place be performed.
Sri Ganesha 1001 Moduka Homa
Sri Rudra Homa
Sri Chandi Homa

After completion of all homas, Maha Purnahuti will be performed at 1:30 pm.

Day 7: Friday, October 23 - Saptami until 12.02 pm (IST). Ashtami starts at 12.03 pm (IST)
Purvashada birth-star until 6.44 am (IST); Uttarashada birth-star begins at 6.45 am (IST)
Homas performed on this day:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sri Lalitha Devi Homa with 1008 lotuses
Sri Rudra Homa
Sri Chandi Homa, significant day for Durgashtami
Vishwashanti homas, special homas for Universal Peace
Sri Shakti Ganapathi special Homa with 100,000 modukas

Offering one lakh modukas to Sri Ganesha in Ganesha homa is a wonderful homa and believed to
bring cosmic peace. We are performing this homa at Manidweepa to end the economic downturn and
bring prosperity back to the universe. Sri Ganesha Homa is the supreme homa for dissolving the
unrest in human beings and bringing peace to the universe.
Day 8: Saturday, October 24 - Ashtami until 11:17 am IST. Mahanavami begins at 11:18 am IST
Utara Ashada birth-star until 6:33 am (IST); Shravana birth-star begins at 6:34 am (IST)

When there is a combination of Ashtami and Navami, the Shravana Nakshatra Yoga becomes
combined and it becomes a very powerful yoga.
On this day, Saturday, Oct 24 - Shravana Nakshatra (star) Yoga means the arrival of great fortune
yoga. This day is the most important day of Navaratri. Three crores of Gods are waiting for Sri
Lalitambika, the goddess of blessings. A special pooja will be performed in the order of Sri Maha
Yaga when all the divine powers are in abundance and powerful.
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Day 9: Sunday, October 25 - Mahanavami began at 11:18 am IST on Oct. 24
The Navarati Navami is the most important day. In this creation, all living beings are connected
with the Panchabhutas, 27 Birth-stars and Navagrahas. Worshiping Sri Devi on Navaratri,
especially on Sri Saraswati Pooja Saptami, Sri Durgashtami, Sri Maharnavami, Sri Vijaya Dashami,
brings great relief and positive results, even if one suffers from extreme hardship and poverty
due to pre-birth rituals. With this practice and the will powe and grace of Sri Devi, the fate of

one’s hardships can be changed and a new life can be welcomed.

SRI DEVI PUJA ON DURGASHTAMI AND MAHANAVAMI CHANGES THE DESTINY IN ANYONE’S
LIFE
At the Sri Devi Shakti Peetham, Sri Chakra Maha Puja when performed has mysterious powers
and performs miracles. The divine home of Sri Devi is the Sri Chakra.
This Sri Chakra, during auspicious times, is invoked and worshiped by Vedic scholars with
magical outcomes. Worshipping the Sri Chakra just once, is equal to the result of a holy bath in
50 lakhs (5 million) holy waters.
This day is dedicated to Sri Chakra Navavarana Puja, which is used for debt relief, poverty
alleviation and development. Today's Sri Chakra puja is for the highest development in
education and life.
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Day 10: Monday, October 26 - Maha Dashami is the festival of Sri Vijaya Dashami
All over the country in the morning everyone looks at one sun, however, in the Penusila
kshetram, we are able to see two suns. The second sun being the Divine Mother’s radiant face
which shines with Brahma Varchassu (the divine glory illuminating the sanctity power of
Parabrahma).
Today is Vijayadashami and it is also our the birthday of our beloved Divine Mother Sri
Karunamayi. For all of us it’s a Holy Day – a grand festive day.
On this day, Goddess Chatushasti Yogini (64 yoginis) from Sri Tara to Sri Shodashi Devi are
worshiped. This day of worship is very special and extremely sacred. This year this special puja
will be performed for the welfare to all the devotees. The storehouse of infinite energies, the
Akhanda Srijyothi (eternal lamp) to remove all human misfortunes, for the welfare of everyone,
will take place for the first time on Navaratri. On Sri Vijayadashami day a grand festival is held by
offering to turmeric, kumkum, variety of sweets, fruits, flowers, 1 lakh (100K) bangles etc. to
Goddess Sri Lalithambika Devi.
Many herbal powders, many flower powders, medicinal roots, barks, dried herbal fruits, leaves,
flowers, etc. will be offered for 10 days to Sri Chandi Homa. On the last day of the Maha Purnahuti
many such sacred items will be offered to purify viruses and bacteria on the whole planet. The
offering of pure cow ghee in the homa, destroys earth’s air pollution. Those who have taken
sankalpam for the homa wiil have their mental heaviness reduced and immense energy and peace
will be gained.
Many medicines that especially heal sunspots will also be used in this yajnam The auspicious
power of Navagraha must be attained by performing homa with medicines related to
Navagraha.
Family system- gives strength to human. It gives so much courage and so much strength to all
human beings, not just one man.
When a human being suffers from "I am a lonely person - I have no one", it demolishes the
individual, the country, the world, with the despair of loneliness. To eliminate all this, this
Navaratri vratam is essentially dedicated to world peace, health for all human beings,
prosperity, economic progress, and cosmic progress.
Sri Manidweepa Shakti Peetam - Constantly striving for universal peace, in a scientific Vedic
manner. Sri Manidweepa Mahasamsthanam it is your home. All of you should come forward
and give your encouragement to do many more cosmic peace activities.
Sri Manidweepa Shakti Peetam, Sri Penushila Kshetram South India
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